
Rubbish Belongs to the Poor

‘A compelling ethnography of Uruguayan waste pickers. This important inter-
vention asks who has the economic and moral right to the surplus and excess 
that drive capitalism. As O’Hare shows, the waste pickers lay claim to this 
resource as part of a dialogue with environmental and social justice, through 
practices of care and communing.’ 

—Catherine Alexander, Department of Anthropology,  
University of Durham

‘Written with a clear and convincing prose, this book makes a major con-
tribution to and advances waste studies, environmental studies, and the 
anthropology of infrastructure by updating our extant theories of labour, the 
economy and the commons. It will not only serve as a useful teaching resource 
but also as a model for future scholars.’

—Zsuzsa Gille, Professor of Sociology and Director of Global Studies,  
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

‘Activist scholarship of the highest calibre. This is an intimate, humorous and 
razor-sharp analysis of the politics of urban waste. O’Hare mounts a passionate 
defence of waste as commons, in the face of corporate and state initiatives to 
reconfigure waste as resource.’

—Penny Harvey, Professor of Social Anthropology,  
University of Manchester

‘By lingering with waste workers in Montevideo, Uruguay, O’Hare intricately 
unfolds the changing conditions of rubbish as it circulates through scavenging 
practices, urban infrastructures, circular economies, and global property 
structures. Rubbish Belongs to the Poor offers a radically different view of how 
to shape environmental citizenships.’

—Jennifer Gabrys, Chair in Media, Culture and Environment,  
University of Cambridge

‘Radically rethinks the commons, urban infrastructure and waste in ways that 
hold significant political implications for our time. Patrick O’Hare calls us 
to take seriously the work of waste reclaimers not as a problem in need of a 
solution, but rather, as a source of a new kind of politics.’

—Kathleen Millar, Department of Sociology and Anthropology,  
Simon Fraser University
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Introduction: ‘La Basura es de  
los Pobres!’ – ‘Rubbish Belongs  

to the Poor’

‘Rubbish belongs to the poor!’ I first heard this slogan filling the air with its 
clamour when, in 2014, I attended one of several road blocks organised 
in Montevideo by the Union of Urban Solid Waste Classifiers (Unión de 
Clasificadores de Residuos Urbanos Sólidos – UCRUS),1 the trade union 
for Uruguay’s waste-pickers. A junction at the entrance to the neighbour-
hood of El Cerro was blocked off by a dozen or so waste-picking families, 
their horses and their carts. El Cerro, named after the hill (cerro) adjacent 
to which it was built, is an iconic neighbourhood. The very name of 
Uruguay’s capital, Montevideo, supposedly originates from the sighting 
of the hill (monte) by approaching Portuguese sailors in the sixteenth 
century, and the military fort built there features on Uruguay’s national 
coat of arms. The neighbourhood was founded in the nineteenth century 
as Cosmópolis, a utopian settlement built to house worker-immigrants 
from far-flung lands, and the names of its narrow streets still recall 
this cosmo-proletarian dream: Russia, Egypt, Greece, England, Cuba. 
During the nineteenth, and early twentieth century, El Cerro became 
synonymous with the city’s meat-packing industry and a stronghold of 
worker militancy and anarcho-syndicalism. Nowadays, it is home to a 
new recycling plant, and a large number of waste-pickers, known in 
Uruguay as clasificadores (classifiers), many of whom had gathered for 
the roadblock (Figure 1). 

The claim that ‘rubbish belongs to the poor!’ was shouted insistently 
by a group of children sitting astride a horse and cart, a vehicle that their 
family normally used to collect recyclables in the city. The children’s father 
told me that new ‘hermetically sealed’ rubbish containers that were being 
rolled out in the city centre by the local government or Intendencia – and 
into which citizens had to separate their recyclable and non-recyclable 
waste – were making life difficult for waste-pickers like his family, 
and purposefully so. Although the containers were being presented 
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by municipal authorities as ‘anti-vandal’, a representative told me that 
they had been specially altered by an Italian engineering firm in order 
to stop children and adult waste-pickers from entering. Unfortunately, 
the narrow-mouthed design also meant that it was equally impossible to 
deposit a bag of recyclables inside.

They were installed by the private company that operates the concession 
for the collection and disposal of waste in central Montevideo, along with 
accompanying trucks that came with a price tag of over US$500,000 
each. Materials from the new containers were being channelled to the 
clasificadores employed in newly inaugurated formal sector plants but 
spaces at the plants were limited, and whole neighbourhoods were 
being closed off to informal sector kerbside waste-pickers, the father 
complained. Commercial enterprises were already forbidden from 
giving informal sector actors waste by a 2012 municipal decree, which 
stipulated the need to contract a formalised waste transport company. 
What livelihood were they expected to turn to instead, his wife asked: 
theft or drug-dealing? 

In this series of short statements, the family from El Cerro touched on 
the central issues that have brought Montevidean waste-pickers onto the 
streets to protest in recent years: problematic new containers, restrictions 
on the circulation of horses and carts, and the diversion of recyclables to 

Figure 1 The roadblock in the El Cerro neighbourhood

Source: Author photo, 15 August 2014.
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formalised waste-pickers in recycling plants. They also hinted at the moral 
economy of waste-picking labour, which was defended by union leaders 
as honourable work and contrasted with drug-dealing and theft, cited as 
the only feasible alternatives available to those from Montevideo’s shanty-
towns. The speakers and the context of the ‘rubbish belongs to the poor’ 
claim – children astride a horse – are important, for these are human and 
non-human subjects whose engagement in urban waste-work has been 
singled out as unacceptable in twenty-first-century Uruguay, clashing with 
what I go on to describe as Montevideo’s ‘infrastructural modernity’. Nor 
is their use of the word ‘rubbish’ inconsequential. In the following pages, 
I argue that the peculiar and problematic status of rubbish cannot simply 
be replaced by the increasing, enthusiastic move to reconceptualise waste 
as resource. The word ‘poor’ (pobres), a descriptive term long discarded 
by Uruguayan policy makers in favour of ‘marginalised’ and ‘excluded’ 
was in turn still an important self-referential term used by Montevideo’s 
popular sectors, and one that I will argue characterised them as customary 
beneficiaries of access to a waste commons. 

Many clasificadores recover recyclables using a horse and cart, 
something which first attracted my attention when I was a young under-
graduate on a student exchange year in Uruguay in 2009/10. My interest 
piqued, I attended the screening of a film about clasificadores and was 
subsequently invited to work alongside the Cooperativa Pedro Trastos, a 
small, family-based waste-picking cooperative that operated from a base 
near the landfill in the Cruz de Carrasco neighbourhood. This was my first 
entry point into Uruguayan waste-picking: a world of workshops about the 
Rochdale pioneers, of painstaking recovery of items as small as receipts, 
of heavy bags laden with recyclables hoisted onto shoulders, of supplies 
of shampoo recovered from the discards of Montevideo’s Unilever plant. 
My summer with ‘Los Trastos’2 led me to establish strong foundations and 
friendships in and around the landfill as I doubled up as a labourer in the 
construction of the waste-pickers’ cooperative homes. 

When I returned for my doctoral research in 2014, I was fondly 
remembered – alas not for my skills in the building trade. When it came to 
waste-picking however, I already had a bit of experience. As an undergrad-
uate student and activist at the University of St Andrews, I had regularly 
‘dumpster dived’ into the bountiful bins of local supermarkets. Living 
in shared student accommodation and attending regular £1 vegetarian 
lunches organised by environmental activists, a surprising amount of our 
ingredients were rummaged rather than purchased. We learned to use 
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our senses (smell, taste, touch) to pick out what still seemed edible, to 
embrace certain food categories as relatively safe (fruit, vegetables) and 
cast a more discerning eye over others (meat, dairy). If the poor made 
a historic claim to ownership over Montevideo’s waste, food waste in St 
Andrews at least partially belonged to skint students. Certainly, the needs 
of fellow students subsisting on government loans were different from 
those of my Uruguayan friends but, with both groups of fellow-travellers, 
I encountered disbelief at the colossal amounts of stuff being thrown 
away, common sensory practices of recovery, and resistance on the part of 
authorities to our attempts to channel materials away from landfill. 

In St Andrews, our prime site for recovery was the bins of a certain high 
street supermarket. Given the CCTV cameras in operation, face coverings 
were essential, long before they became part of the everyday shopping 
experience in times of COVID-19. Anarchist friends enjoyed pulling on 
hoods and balaclavas in the black of night, using torches to assess the 
contents of bins and then packing them into backpacks to be examined 
in more detail at the kitchen table at home. The supermarket managers, 
nonplussed at our activity, decided to lock the bins shut. A friend glued the 
padlocks in turn, leading to the removal of the locks and our triumphant 
return to the rummage. Students 1, supermarket 0. 

It would be all too easy to dismiss the comparison between the activities 
carried out by Uruguayan waste-pickers and St Andrews activists as funda-
mentally different types of action, the first driven by desperate need, the 
second by a combination of political activism and temporary, extremely 
relative, hardship. This book chooses a different path, recognising common 
processes of enclosure in the Global North and South that seek to restrain 
our access, and particularly that of vulnerable groups, to the excesses of 
production. Although it draws on in-depth ethnography, its subject matter 
is a global system that seeks to protect the private nature of property even 
as it is carted off to landfill, and creates opportunities for profiteering 
in waste disposal rather than engineering an equitable distribution of 
surplus. It also asks how we might perceive the activity of scavenging – so 
long considered an affront to human dignity – in a radically different way, 
thus transforming what Jacques Rancière (2004) calls the ‘distribution of 
the sensible’ (2004) with regard to waste. Might Uruguayan clasificadores 
be considered, in the words of the priest who has worked most closely 
with them, ‘ecological prophets’ (Alonso 1992)? By bringing together the 
common pleasures found in rummaging and rescuing things that have lost 
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their commodity value but not their identities, we explore how new forms 
of responsible environmental citizenship might be forged. 

Getting our hands dirty

The small South American country of Uruguay, with a population of just 
under 3.5 million people, may not be particularly familiar to readers. If you 
are anything like my Glaswegian grandfather, the name Uruguay might 
conjure up any one of three things: Fray Bentos corned beef, the Second 
World War German battleship Admiral Graf Spee, which was scuttled in 
Montevideo bay, or football, with Uruguay hosting and winning the first 
ever World Cup in 1930, followed up by a famous second victory in Brazil’s 
Maracanã stadium in 1950. Uruguayans are a lot more familiar with Britain 
at least, since in some accounts the country owes its existence to British 
efforts to create a buffer state between regional powerhouses Argentina 
and Brazil. After the 500 day-long Cisplatine war between Uruguayan 
independentists and present-day Argentines on one side, and Brazil on 
the other, it was Britain and its Viscount Ponsonby who mediated the 
1825 Treaty of Montevideo, which gave the country its independence. The 
links that I seek to make in this book between Uruguay and the UK are 
thus not as unexpected as they might appear. And just as in world football 
Uruguay continually punches above its weight, I seek to argue here that 
humble waste-pickers, clasificadores, might help us to redefine ideas of 
social justice, dispossession, and dignified life in the twenty-first century, 
far beyond the boundaries of what is affectionately known as el paísito: the 
little country. 

For this, I’m afraid we’re going to have to get our hands dirty. So let 
us dive directly into Uruguay’s rubbish and the labour of its classifiers 
with a typical afternoon at the Cooperativa Felipe Cardoso (COFECA). 
This is a waste-picker cooperative situated adjacent to Montevideo’s 
Felipe Cardoso landfill. It was March of 2014, and I worked assidu-
ously, emptying out black plastic bags delivered by municipal trucks onto 
ground moist from days of rain. Something fell in front of me, and I 
attempted to classify it visually. A balloon? No. A condom? No, these 
were more likely to be found alongside little bars of soap and damp 
hand-towels in the bags that the cooperative received from love hotels. 
On closer inspection, the clear tubing identified this item as a medical 
discard. Composite plastics made it unrecyclable, so I left it in peace, 
untying another black bag instead. I was working alongside Pedro, affec-
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tionately nicknamed Grampa (El Abuelo) by his colleagues. Grampa had 
returned to waste-picking at 60 after employers had swindled him out of 
a pension. With skilful dexterity, he unpicked one of the white sacks that 
arrived from industrial bakeries. 

Such sacks are usually fairly promising and might contain a family’s 
month’s supply of flour. Yet they could also hold loose dough that stuck 
uncomfortably to gloved fingers. Many of the black plastic bags, mean-
while, held an assortment of items factory workers had placed into small 
waste-paper baskets. Often, these were simply scrunched-up pieces of 
paper used to wipe a surface, a nose, or perhaps a bottom. They were 
effectively worthless, the lowest quality types of paper made by IPUSA, 
Uruguay’s largest tissue manufacturer, where some of the white paper that 
COFECA classified was sent to be recycled. A transparent plastic packet 
carried the logo of one of IPUSA’s brands: Elite tissues. I left empty crisp 
packets and tobacco pouches on the ground but picked up clear plastic 
PET (polyethylene terephthalate) bottles, putting them into one of the 
large plastic bags that I had placed around me, in a category clasificadores 
call ‘the little bottle’ (la botellita). The black plastic bag itself joined others 
in a category known as ‘black nylon’ (nailon negro) and I pulled at another 
that had become snagged on the adhesive from a disposable nappy. From 
a distance, I heard my colleague Matute singing in an attempt to liven up 
the mood of a landscape that appeared particularly grim after a deluge: 
mud mixing with soggy cardboard and moist food waste. Still, workers 
had a solid concrete floor under foot that they had proudly laid themselves 
several years previous. They also had protective ‘raincoats’ on: a mixture 
of cagouls and black bin bags in which they had fashioned holes for heads 
and arms, giving the impression that the rubbish was engaged in the 
labour of its own classification.

I pushed a mass of transparent ‘white nylon’ (nailon blanco) into a differ-
ent bag – this has a higher market value as long as it isn’t too dirty. Another 
black bag was mixed with the most common and unpleasant contaminant 
one is likely to find in Uruguayan household rubbish, mundane rather 
than toxic: the damp, scattered leaves from yerba mate tea.3 I speculated 
on the origin of this bag: workers, sitting around a table enjoying pre-pre-
pared sandwiches and quiches on polystyrene trays that they disposed of 
in the bin, joined soon after by plastic cups from an office cooler, then by 
the post-lunch mate leaves and a tea bag or two? As the French philoso-
pher François Dagognet (1997: 13) asserts, ‘even the smallest utensil, like 
the most used cloth, carry with them a sort of tattoo indicating time and 
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contact’ and in such conditions ‘the abandoned or the now unemployed 
seem an incomparable witness’. Waste here appears as an indicative, if ulti-
mately unreliable, archive (Rathje and Murphy 2001: 4, Yaeger 2003).

Stevie, my neighbour in the nearby Cooperativa de Vivienda Nuestro 
Futuro (COVIFU) housing cooperative as well as my co-worker at 
COFECA, offered me a bag smeared with a white cream and enclosing 
an unidentifiable meaty substance inside. ‘For my dog?’, I asked. ‘No, 
the chickens’, he suggested, throwing it towards a pile of potential take-
home things known as requeche that I followed other workers in making 
for myself. This term is Uruguayan slang for ‘leftovers’. As used by the 
general population, it most commonly refers to food. Among clasifica-
dores, however, requeche can refer to anything recovered from the trash 
that can be consumed or has a re-use value. A horse wandered over to 
pick at the fringes of organic waste, and Stevie gently shooed him away by 
making a puckering noise with his lips. I tried to engage my workmate in 
conversation but he proved reluctant, preferring instead to communicate 
with the horse and wipe the cream from his hands. He stopped, and with a 
colleague began to tie up a bundle of cardboard that he had piled on top of 
a canvas. I continued unenthusiastically picking at the damp pile in front 
of me. It was an unsatisfying load, because the small bags were too fiddly 
to open, I knew that I would not find much of value inside, and whatever 
I did find had been soiled by the ubiquitous mate leaves. I stopped to help 
the others hoist the cardboard canvas onto Stevie’s shoulders. 

The initial lift is a four-person job but the carrying was done by Stevie 
alone. The white cream had got onto the canvas and smudged his neck and 
shoulder. The bag was heavy because the cardboard had become wet, but 
this was good because workers are paid by the kilo, and so will earn more 
from sodden cellulose. Raindrops started to fall again and suddenly there 
were dark clouds rising over the old landfill of Usina 6, now a grassy hill 
whose raison d’être is suggested only by the methane pipes that emerge 
from deep inside its belly. ‘Se viene el aguaaaaa’ (‘The water is comiiiiii-
ing!’), Matute shouted, interrupting his broadcast of cumbia hits with a 
weather update. The downpour was not heavy enough to justify stopping 
work, so we continued, emptying black bag after black bag. Stevie laid 
down another canvas onto which I started to pile more damp cardboard, 
which he arranged so as to maximise the load that could be carried. 
‘Fragile’, read the letters on the cardboard, a description that also applied 
to Stevie’s body as he bore the heavy load, although he was unlikely to 
admit it. 
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Whether sneaking into the landfill, joining compañeros in cooperatives, 
manning the conveyor belt at recycling plants, levelling piles of rubbish 
at family recycling yards, or even making the odd outing on horse and 
cart, I have come to know Montevideo’s waste-stream rather more inti-
mately than most of its residents. Waste-picking wasn’t particularly easy 
and neither was explaining to a range of interlocutors exactly why I was so 
keen to get my hands dirty in Uruguayan rubbish. ‘Is there no good requeche 
in Scotland?’, a kindly waste-picker known as Uncle Luca laughed, as we 
greedily shared some broken Easter egg chocolate that had made its way 
to COFECA. Certainly, Easter was a good time of year, one in which we 
blessed the thin fragility of Easter eggs. But labour was, alongside friend-
ship, also the most obvious ‘thing’ that I could offer waste-pickers who 
agreed to participate in my research, whether through recorded inter-
views, casual conversations, or simply tolerating my presence. There is a 
practical and an ethical component to such involvement too: I don’t like 
standing idly by or getting in the way while others are working, even if 
observation is a key part of the anthropological endeavour. I wanted to pull 
my weight, even if I struggled and stumbled with heavy bags of recyclables 
on my shoulders, adopting what Walter Benjamin (1999: 364) called the 
‘jerky gait’ of the ragpicker. 

The base for my exploration was a home at the COVIFU, the ‘Our Future 
Housing Cooperative’, situated a few hundred metres from Montevideo’s 
Felipe Cardoso landfill. The cooperative consisted of two dozen homes 
constructed by the residents themselves, many of whom had formerly 
lived in the Villa del Cerdito (Pig Town) shantytown located on top of the 
old Usina 5 landfill. COVIFU was divided into two strips of homes sepa-
rated only by a row of sports pitches, a patch of wood, and an after-school 
club attended by children from the cooperative and wider neighbourhood. 
On one side was COVIFU Rural, officially situated in rural Montevideo, 
and on the other was COVIFU Urbano, in the urban part of the city. In 
2010, I had been recruited as a labourer on the COVIFU building site, 
getting to know the future residents and never guessing that I might one 
day come to occupy one of the homes myself. 

All the houses officially belonged to the cooperative rather than to indi-
vidual residents, but the COVIFU Rural house that I was given to live in 
had been assigned to social worker and self-proclaimed ‘lay missionary’ 
Óscar, who had yet to occupy it. In exchange for staying rent-free for the 
year of 2014, my partner Mary and I agreed to fix up the house, a shell that 
initially lacked a toilet, furniture, or even windows. Such ‘house-work’ was 
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also an opportunity to ask a series of questions of my new neighbours, 
including the type of goods that could be recovered from the landfill 
and deployed in the home and the kind of life that could be lived in and 
around the landfill. As I discovered, rather a lot could be extracted from 
the landfill or intercepted before reaching it, including my bed, mattress, 
cooker, and even bathroom door. As for my neighbours, almost without 
exception, they let me into their lives, inviting my partner and I to family 
parties, ‘tropical music’ concerts, children’s football tournaments, church 
services, and Afro-Uruguayan religious sesiones. I was even taken to cock-
fights, although my own cock, Wallace, unfortunately never made it into 
the arena, despite being fed on a diet of porridge oats and massaged with 
whisky.

My fieldwork site brought me into contact with waste-pickers who had 
diverse workplace locations, collective labour arrangements, livelihood 
strategies, and degrees of economic (in)formality. I did not so much follow 
the waste or trace the ‘social life of things’ (Appadurai 1986) as follow my 
neighbours, joining them waste-picking at a range of sites. Initially, I spent 
most time with neighbours Stevie, Michael and Victoria at COFECA, but 
on occasion I also joined another neighbour, Morocho, who worked with 
the Pedro Trastos cooperative. I accompanied my immediate neighbour, 
Morocho’s stepson Juan, when he recovered materials at the landfill. 
Towards the end of my fieldwork period, I asked Natalia if I could work 
at the recycling yard that she ran with her adult children, most of whom 
were neighbours in COVIFU. Finally, when COFECA was disbanded and 
its workers were incorporated into a new formal sector recycling plant, I 
followed them to the conveyor belt of the Planta Aries. As well as working 
with neighbours, I conversed informally over innumerable mates and 
interviewed them about their lives and labour, hopes and dreams. 

In order to understand the materiality of rubbish and waste-pickers’ ori-
entation towards it, I became an apprentice in waste-work, building on my 
amateur activity started back in Scotland. A willingness to get my hands 
dirty was often perceived by waste-pickers as proof of my humility, a trait 
which might well be considered Uruguayans’ ‘paramount value’ (Dumont 
1986). The importance placed on humility is one reason why the Uru-
guayan president at the time of my fieldwork, Pepe Mujica, touted by the 
BBC as the ‘world’s poorest president’ (Hernandez 2012), was celebrated 
even by political opponents for donating 90 per cent of his presidential 
salary and continuing to live in a humble country home with his wife, 
three-legged dog, and Volkswagen Beetle. When I asked ‘The Ant’, a veteran 
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waste-picker with a formerly fearsome reputation, how I would have fared 
back when the dump was a tougher place and knife-fights were common, 
he said that I would have been treated well because I was humble, ‘and if 
you act with humility, you are treated with humility’. 

Physical and sensorial engagement in waste-labour also helped me to 
avoid the reification of waste as a uniform category (Gille 2010: 1050), 
an ‘amorphous blob’ (Van Loon 2002: 106), or merely the discards of 
cultural classification. As Reno (2015: 159) notes, ‘nothing is waste in 
general but only in particular’. The waste-picking trade involves a range 
of skills and sensorial sensitivities, while the move into recycling plants 
requires training in what Carenzo (2016) has called a ‘craft-in-the-mak-
ing’. Adoption of the anthropologist-apprentice model (Downey et al. 
2014), meanwhile, was inspired by Ingold’s (2000) argument that it is by 
engaging, moving, and working together in a shared environment that we 
come to understand and perceive the world. Participant observation, in 
this framework, ‘allows the ethnographer to access other people’s ways of 
perceiving by joining with them in the same currents of practical activity, 
and by learning to attend to things – as would any novice practitioner – in 
terms of what they afford in the contexts of what has to be done’ (Ingold 
2011: 314). Bowker and Leigh Star (1999) argue that classifications and 
categories are often concealed. In this case, both classifiers and their clas-
sifications are often hidden from the general population and ethnography 
can therefore also be grasped as a ‘tool for seeing the invisible’ (1999: 5).

In the UK, the United States and much of Europe, citizens engage in daily 
acts of domestic classification as they separate food waste from packaging, 
dry from wet, recyclables from plain old rubbish. This kind of separation is 
also hidden away in domestic spaces, with containers stashed under sinks 
and material stockpiles taken ‘out the back’. Yet this domestic classifica-
tion is only the beginning of the story, the initial first step that enables 
subsequent, finer processes of classification as metals are subclassified 
into copper, steel, and iron; plastics become PET, high-density polyethyl-
ene (HDPE), and polyvinyl chloride (PVC); and paper is subdivided into 
various categories according to type and quality. When we purchase, as is 
increasingly common worldwide, products that proudly boast that they 
are made from a certain percentage of recycled plastic, wool, or paper, that 
choice is ultimately only possible due to prior, obscured and often unrec-
ognised processes and politics of classification, generally carried out by 
waste-pickers in the Global South, and by households and high-tech pro-




